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Dark Demon
In the new Carpathian novel from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Christine Feehan, a
woman falls prey to the seductive allure of
the past—and a vampire warrior’s intoxicating
embrace The moment Charlotte Vintage walks
into his club, Tariq Asenguard’s blood is set
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on fire. The ancient Carpathian had given up
hope of finding his lifemate, but now he will
do anything to make Charlotte his own. What
Tariq doesn’t know is that Charlotte is using
herself and her best friend as bait—to try to
draw out the bloodthirsty killers who have
already murdered Charlotte’s brother and
mentor. Charlotte is familiar with Tariq. Not
only is he one of the richest and most
eligible bachelors in the city, but he’s also
a renowned collector of old carousel horses,
which Charlotte restores. Their shared
passion opens Charlotte up to trusting him
with her life and with the desire she can no
longer control. But it also makes her
vulnerable to a centuries-old curse that will
unite her and Tariq in a war against the
enemies of humans and Carpathians alike

Cold Mountain
Having pursued separate goals in support of
loved ones in the magical reality known only
as "The Land," Thomas Covenant and Linden
Avery reunite and discover their true power
in each other before considering a magical
sacrifice to stop the Worm of the World's
End.

The British National Bibliography

Predatory Game
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Radiations, or Evolution in Action We have
just celebrated the “Darwin Year” with the
double anniversary of his 200th birthday and
150th year of his masterpiece, “On the Origin
of Species by means of Natural Selection”. In
this work, Darwin established the factual
evidence of biological evolution, that
species change over time, and that new
organisms arise by the splitting of ancestral
forms into two or more descendant species.
However, above all, Darwin provided the
mechanisms by arguing convincingly that it is
by natural selection – as well as by sexual
selection (as he later added) – that
organisms adapt to their environment. The
many discoveries since then have essentially
con?rmed and strengthened Darwin’s central
theses, with latest evidence, for example,
from molecular genetics, revealing the
evolutionary relationships of all life forms
through one shared history of descent from a
common ancestor. We have also come a long way
to progressively understand more on how new
species actually originate, i. e. on
speciation which remained Darwin’s “mystery
of m- teries”, as noted in one of his
earliest transmutation notebooks. Since
speciation is the underlying mechanism for
radiations, it is the ultimate causation for
the biological diversity of life that
surrounds us.

Combat Motivation
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There is always a price to pay So Darius
warned her when she accepted a position with
his traveling troupe. And gazing mesmerized
at the merciless slash of his mouth, the
implacable resolve on his face, the soulless
emptiness of his black eyes, Tempest was
afraid to ask what it was. She had always
been different, apart from others. From the
moment his arms closed around her, enveloping
her in a sorcerer's spell, Darius seemed to
understand her unique gifts. But did his kiss
offer the love and belonging she sought, or a
danger more potent than his own panthers?
Somewhere deep inside herself, Tempest
realized she knew the answer. She had no
choice but to accept the velvet stroke of his
tongue, submit to the white-hot heat piercing
her skin, welcome an erotic pleasure like no
other….

Edge of Darkness
In a cave of mystery and wonder deep in the
Carpathian Mountains, bodyguard Joie Sanders
encounters a most remarkable being. Proud,
strong, immortal, he is called Traian - an
ageless hunter, locked in a life and death
battle with enemy vampires - and he will be
her salvation in a labyrinth protected by the
ingenious traps of a mysterious ancient race.
What awaits them in the darkness is not
known, and each step could be their last - as
their destined path leads them toward a fiery
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passion that will illuminate the perilous
dark night.

Evolution in Action
Carpathians are an immortal race of beings
with animal instincts and the ability to
shape shift. Every Carpathian male is drawn
to a life mate: a woman - Carpathian or human
- able to provide the light to his darkness.
Without her, the beast within slowly consumes
the man until turning into a vampire is the
only option.' Natalya Shonski is a vampire
hunter, descended from a revered line of
Carpathians known as the Dragonseekers and
the most powerful mage in history. She hates
and fears both vampires and Carpathians alike
and has spent her life fighting them.
Carpathian Vikirnoff van Schreider is
dangerously close to turning vampire when he
discovers Natalya and realises that she is
his lifemate. But Natalya is unlike any other
Carpathian he has ever known - dangerous in
her own right, she refuses to let him fight
her battles, and she infuriates him with her
cheerful disregard of his demands. But a
sinister, mysterious power is after Natalya,
and Virkirnoff has to convince her not only
to trust him with her heart, but with her
life as well.

Dark Hunger
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Explores European civilisation as a concept
of twentieth-century political practice and
the project of a transnational network of
European elites. Available as Open Access.

The Last Dark
Juliette, a beautiful activist dedicated to
freeing caged animals from a secret jungle
lab, unwittingly releases Riordan, a caged,
insatiable, and immortal Carpathian thirsting
for revenge against his captors.

Jeff Herman's Guide to Book Publishers,
Editors & Literary Agents 2007
Exile and migration played a critical role in
the diffusion and development of modernism
around the globe, yet have long remained
largely understudied phenomena within art
historiography. Focusing on the intersections
of exile, artistic practice and urban space,
this volume brings together contributions by
international researchers committed to
revising the historiography of modern art. It
pays particular attention to metropolitan
areas that were settled by migrant artists in
the first half of the 20th century. These
arrival cities developed into hubs of
artistic activities and transcultural contact
zones where ideas circulated, collaborations
emerged, and concepts developed. Taking six
major cities as a starting point – Bombay
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(now Mumbai), Buenos Aires, Istanbul, London,
New York, and Shanghai –the authors explore
how urban topographies and landscapes were
modified by exiled artists re-establishing
their practices in metropolises across the
world. Questioning the established canon of
Western modernism, Arrival Cities
investigates how the migration of artists to
different urban spaces impacted their work
and the historiography of art. In doing so,
it aims to encourage the discussion between
international scholars from different
research fields, such as exile studies, art
history, social history, architectural
history, architecture, and urban studies.

Diaspora and Transnationalism
This book is a socio-autobiography of a young
man, born in a Jewish town at the foot-hills
of the Carpathian Mountains in 1925 to a
devout Jewish family, and his journey through
the Holocaust toward academia in the United
States. This new edition also follows his
story into retirement. This book is the
revelation and personal evolution of a boy
born and steeped in orthodoxy who, while
retaining the essence of the values into
which he inducted, sought at the same time to
re-interpret his original values and ideals.
He takes this orthodox-particularism and
seeks to reconstruct it to become a
universalist view of mankind. This book is
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also a description of his effort to
reconstruct his life which had been destroyed
by Hitler's effort to make the world "Jew
free." In the camps, he lost most of his
family upon which the foundation of his early
life was built. After the war, finding
himself alone, he had to revise his plans for
the future and was forced to find his way
alone, in another world and another way of
life. He seeks to overcome obstacles and
rebuild his life, while also finding a niche
for himself in a new, post-Holocaust world.
Eugen Schoenfeld, shares with his readers the
hardships he endured both in the camps and
after liberation; of hunger and loneliness
and separation from his father living behind
the Iron Curtain. He invites his readers to
share the various choices he had to make, to
understand the reasons for his decisions, in
the process of re-constructing his life. He
explores the paths he had to follow in order
to achieve his goal of understanding, finding
the answers to the question he asked his
father on the first day in Aushwitz-Birkenau:
"How is possible that now, in the midst of
the twentieth century, after all the great
achievements in philosophy, psychology, and
theology, man is still inhumane?" This book
is his search for a way through which human
beings can reconstruct themselves, can cease
living merely as human beings and evolving
into humane beings.
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Soul Eater
Born in Margilan, Central Asia on the eve of
the Russian Revolution of 1917, Ruzi Nazar
had one of the most exciting lives of the
twentieth century. Charming, intellectually
brilliant and passionately committed to the
liberation of Central Asia from Russian rule,
his life was a series of adventures and
narrow escapes. He was successively a Soviet
student, a Red Army officer, an officer in
the German Turkestan Legion during World War
II, a fugitive living in postwar Germany's
underworld, and finally an immigrant to the
United States who rose high in the CIA. Here
he mixed with the powerful and famous,
represented the US as a diplomat in Ankara
and Bonn, and became an undercover agent in
Iran after the hostage crisis of 1979-81.
Nazar's foresight was formidable. He
predicted that communism would collapse from
within, briefing Reagan on the weakness of
the Soviet system before the Reagan-Gorbachev
talks. A Muslim who rejected Islamism, his
warnings to the US government about the
dangers of Islamic radicalism fell on deaf
ears. This remarkable biography casts unique
light on the lives of people caught up in the
turmoil of the Soviet Union, World War II,
the Cold War, and the struggle of
nationalities deprived of their freedom by
communism to regain independence.
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Darkest at Dawn
Diaspora & transnationalism are widely used
concepts in academic & political discourses.
Although originally referring to quite
different phenomena, they increasingly
overlap today. Such inflation of meanings
goes hand in hand with a danger of
essentialising collective identities. This
book analyses this topic.

A Dark Path to Freedom
Revised, updated, and enlarged, this vast
reference is an alphabetic tour of the
psychosexual, macabre world of the bloodsucking undead. Digging deep into the lore,
myths, and reported realities of vampires and
vampire legends from across the globe, many
facets are uncovered—historical, literary,
mythological, biographical, and popular. From
Vlad the Impaler and Barnabas Collins to
Dracula and Lestat, this exhaustive guide
furnishes more than 500 essays, a vampire
chronology, and 60 pages of vampire
resources. Complete with detailed
illustrations and photographs, the third
edition of this popular authority includes a
wealth of current events, including the
Twilight phenomenon; contemporary authors of
vampire romance; the growth and development
of genuine, self-identified vampire
communities; and prominent TV shows from
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Buffy to True Blood.

The Vampire Book

Dark Celebration
Dangerously close to becoming a vampire,
Manolito De La Cruz has been called back to
his Carpathian homeland - and has
unexpectedly caught the scent of his destined
lifemate, MaryAnn Delaney. MaryAnn is human
and well aware of the aggressive instincts of
Carpathian males. A counsellor for battered
women, MaryAnn has no room in her life for
someone like Manolito. But when she goes to
South America to offer guidance to a young
woman, she has no idea of the trap awaiting
her. For she's been lured there by Manolito,
who has seductive plans for the irresistible
human female. Once there, she'll be his. Once
his, she'll never be released. She is his
dark possession.

Along the Enchanted Way
Take an all-new excursion in the world of the
Carpathians from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Christine Feehan—joined
here by Maggie Shayne and Lori Herter, two
other masters of vampire romance in an
original anthology that takes dark fantasy to
rapturous new heights. Dark Crime by
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Christine Feehan Blaze knows who killed her
father and she has merciless plans for
payback. Until a phone call from a seductive
stranger pleads with her to wait. Retribution
is in his blood, too. Now, he and Blaze will
be united in the blood of the guilty.
Tonight, vengeance is theirs. Dead by
Twilight by Maggie Shayne Bloodsuckers may be
an accepted minority but one of them is
getting away with murder. Until a female vamp
teams with a mortal detective to end the
killing spree. Now the night belongs to
them—and so does every pleasure and danger
lurking in the shadows. Cimarron Spirit by
Lori Herter While excavating an Anasazi ruin,
archeologist Annie Carmichael uncovers the
resting place of a centuries-old vampire who
finds in Annie the liberating mate he has
longed for. But how much is Annie expected—or
willing—to surrender for the man she now
desires?

Reunion
Saber Winter was running from her past when
she meets Jess Calhoun, an ex-officer with
the U.S. forces elite Navy Seals division
who's now confined to a wheel chair. Jess had
sensed that Saber was a lost soul, and he'd
given her a job and a home, hoping that she'd
be willing to stay and finally share her
secrets with him. But Saber has been on the
run a long time, and Jess may be in a
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wheelchair, but he's also a GhostWalker, and
both of their pasts are about to collide in
the present when secrets they're both hiding
get uncovered, and both must deal with
betrayal before they're free to find a future
together.

Buried Prey
Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians
and readers' advisors, provides a brief
history of the romance novel, and offers
reading lists and subgenre definitions.

Dark Predator
There's only one way for Dominic-one of the
most powerful of the Carpathian Dragonseekersto learn the secrets of the enemy: ingest
their parasitic vampire blood, infiltrate the
camp, and relay the information to the
Carpathians. But to do it, he first has to
make it out of the camp alive.

Queen of Air and Darkness
Dark secrets and forbidden love threaten the
very survival of the Shadowhunters in
Cassandra Clare’s Queen of Air and Darkness,
the final novel in the New York Times and USA
TODAY bestselling The Dark Artifices trilogy.
Queen of Air and Darkness is a Shadowhunters
novel. What if damnation is the price of true
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love? Innocent blood has been spilled on the
steps of the Council Hall, the sacred
stronghold of the Shadowhunters. Their
society now teeters on the brink of civil
war. One fragment of the Blackthorn family
flees to Los Angeles, seeking to discover the
source of the disease that is destroying the
race of warlocks. Meanwhile, Julian and Emma
take desperate measures to put their
forbidden love aside and undertake a perilous
mission to Faerie to retrieve the Black
Volume of the Dead. What they find there is a
secret that may tear the Shadow World asunder
and open a dark path into a future they could
never have imagined. Caught in a race against
time, Emma and Julian must save the world of
the Shadowhunters before a deadly curse
destroys them and everyone they love.

Jessica Rules the Dark Side
Dear Reader, Life is great for me. I have my
chicory coffee, my warm beignets, and my best
friend on the cell phone. Once the sun goes
down, I am the baddest thing prowling the
night: I command the elements, and I know no
fear. For centuries, I've protected the
innocent and watched over the mankind, making
sure they are safe in a world where nothing
is ever certain. All I want in return is a
hot babe in a red dress, who wants nothing
more from me then one night. Instead, I get a
runaway Mardi Gras float that tries to turn
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me into roadkill and a beautiful woman who
saves my life but can't remember where she
put my pants. Flamboyant and extravagant,
Sunshine Runningwolf should be the perfect
woman for me. She wants nothing past tonight,
no ties, no long-term commitments. But every
time I look at her, I start yearning for
dreams that I buried centuries ago. With her
unconventional ways and ability to baffle me,
Sunshine is the one person I find myself
needing. But for me to love her would mean
her death. I am cursed never to know peace or
happiness-not so long as my enemy waits in
the night to destroy us both. --Talon of the
Morrigantes

Zoonoses and Communicable Diseases
Common to Man and Animals
Lead guitarist of the Dark Troubadours, Dayan
was renowned for his mesmerizing
performances. His melodies stilled crowds,
beckoned, seduced. And always, he called to
her to complete him. Corinne Wentworth stood
at the vortex of a gathering storm. Pursued
by the fanatics who'd murdered her husband,
she was risking her life by keeping more than
one secret. Fragile, delicate, vulnerable,
she had an indomitable faith that made her
fiery surrender to Dayan all the more
powerful.

Signifying Europe
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The highly anticipated sequel to Jessica’s
Guide to Dating on the Dark Side It’s one
thing to find out you’re a vampire princess.
It’s a whole other thing to actually rule.
Newly married Jessica Packwood is having a
hard enough time feeling regal with her
husband, Lucius, at her side. But when
evidence in the murder of a powerful elder
points to Lucius, sending him into solitary
confinement, Jessica is suddenly on her own.
Determined to clear her husband’s name,
Jessica launches into a full-scale
investigation, but hallucinations and
nightmares of betrayal keep getting in her
way. Jessica knows that with no blood to
drink, Lucius’s time is running out. Can she
figure out who the real killer is—and whom
she can trust—before it’s too late? Exclusive
e-book content includes twenty-one additional
chapters that tell all the details of the
beautiful and romantic wedding of Jessica and
Lucius that takes place in the time between
Jessica’s Guide to Dating on the Dark Side
and Jessica Rules the Dark Side.

Dark Carousel
Analyzes both the social and biological
evolution of humans, from the spoken language
to today's institutions.

My Reconstructed Life
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More information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA.

Dark Possession
Dark Descent tells the story of Joie Sanders,
a bodyguard, and Traian Trigovise, an ancient
hunter, meeting after a battle in a deep cave
filled with mystery and wonder. Set in the
Carpathian Mountains, Joie, with her brother
and sister go caving and come across the
ancient warrior beset upon by several
vampires. They have no choice but to throw
their lot in with the hunter and do their
best to escape with their lives from the
underground labyrinth filled with ancient
traps left behind by a powerful race. A
fantastic novella by Christine Feehan, never
before published in the UK, and with exciting
new material available for the first time!
Discover Piatkus Entice: temptation at your
fingertips - www.piatkusentice.co.uk

Night Embrace
Hunter of the undead and master executioner
Zacarias De La Cruz returns to Peru where he
finds betrayal, vengeance and the
consequences of his family's bloody legacy in
this new novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Dark Peril. Reprint.
500,000 first printing.
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Dark Melody
As a child, Destiny saw her family butchered
by a vampire who then attacked her and turned
her into a creature of the night. The only
thing that saved her sanity was a strange
psychic connection with a soothing male voice
that gave her hope and taught her how to
survive. Nicolae Von Shrieder is an ancient
Carpathian vampire hunter, and it is he who
has been helping Destiny. Convinced she is
his lifemate, he has been desperately
searching for her, as only she can save him
from turning into the very abomination he
hunts. Destiny however, does not recognise
any difference between Carpathians and
vampires and repeatedly refuses his
advances.But, for the first time, vampire
forces are gathering together in a deadly
unified plot against the Carpathians. Nicolae
must find a way to earn Destiny's trust, and
fast, as they may be the only ones able to
unravel the secret that could save the
Carpathian race from total destruction.

Dark Peril
Carpathians are an immortal race of beings
with animal instincts and the ability to
shape shift. Every Carpathian male is drawn
to a life mate: a woman - Carpathian or human
- able to provide the light to his darkness.
Without her, the beast within slowly consumes
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the man until turning into a vampire is the
only option.'Mikhail Dubrinsky, Prince of the
Carpathians, fears he can't protect his
people from the extinction of their species a fate that has become the wicked prayer of
his enemies, who plot to slaughter all
Carpathian females. Mikhail's lifemate,
Raven, and their daughter, Savannah, are both
vulnerable to the encroaching evil, but all
is not lost. In this desperate season,
Carpathian's from around the world are
gathering to join their strengths, their
souls and their powers. But so too are their
adversaries uniting - hunters, vampires,
demons and betrayers - bringing untold
dangers into the fold of the Carpathian
people.

A History of Humanity
Flinx, a young man with formidable mental
powers, and his companion, the minidrag Pip,
venture into a top-secret security
installation on Earth to uncover the mystery
of his past and finds information about the
Meliorare Society, a sect of renegade
eugenicists notorious for their horrific
experiments on humans, including Flinx
himself. 20,000 first printing.

Dark Nights
'Dark Hunger' - Juliette is a beautiful
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activist devoted to the liberation of animals
confined in a foul and humid jungle lab. But
then she stumbles upon an unexpected prisoner
unlike any she's ever seen. Or touched.
Riordan De La Cruz, an immortal Carpathian
male, is trapped and caged, his desire for
revenge only beginning. She will release him
from his bonds. He will release her from her
inhibitions. Both have voracious appetites
that must be sated. 'Dark Secret' - Rafael De
La Cruz has spent centuries hunting vampires,
but now he's following the scent of a human.
Colby Jansen is a rancher and the sole
guardian of her younger half siblings. She is
prepared to protect them with her life
against Rafael's blood claim. But the
arrogant and fiercely sensual Rafael is after
more than her family - he wants Colby. And
there's nothing she can do to stop his raw
desire to possess her.

European Elites and Ideas of Empire,
1917-1957
When William Blacker first crossed the snowbound passes of northern Romania, he stumbled
upon an almost medieval world. There, for
many years he lived side by side with the
country people, a life ruled by the slow
cycle of the seasons, far away from the
frantic rush of the modern world. In spring
as the pear trees blossomed he ploughed with
horses, in summer he scythed the hay meadows
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and in the freezing winters gathered wood by
sleigh from the forest. From sheepfolds
harried by wolves, to courting expeditions in
the snow, he experienced the traditional way
of life to the full, and became accepted into
a community who treated him as one of their
own. But Blacker was also intrigued by the
Gypsies, those dark, foot-loose strangers of
spell-binding allure who he saw passing
through the village. Locals warned him to
stay clear but he fell in love and there
followed a bitter struggle. Change is now
coming to rural Romania, and William
Blacker's adventures will soon be part of its
history. From his early carefree days
tramping the hills of Transylvania, to the
book's poignant ending, Along the Enchanted
Way transports us back to a magical country
world most of us thought had vanished long
ago.

Library Journal
In 1997, Charles Frazier’s debut novel Cold
Mountain made publishing history when it
sailed to the top of The New York Times bestseller list for sixty-one weeks, won numerous
literary awards, including the National Book
Award, and went on to sell over three million
copies. Now, the beloved American epic
returns, reissued by Grove Press to coincide
with the publication of Frazier’s eagerlyanticipated second novel, Thirteen Moons.
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Sorely wounded and fatally disillusioned in
the fighting at Petersburg, a Confederate
soldier named Inman decides to walk back to
his home in the Blue Ridge mountains to Ada,
the woman he loves. His trek across the
disintegrating South brings him into intimate
and sometimes lethal converse with slaves and
marauders, bounty hunters and witches, both
helpful and malign. At the same time, the
intrepid Ada is trying to revive her father’s
derelict farm and learning to survive in a
world where the old certainties have been
swept away. As it interweaves their stories,
Cold Mountain asserts itself as an authentic
odyssey, hugely powerful, majestically
lovely, and keenly moving.

Dark Descent
Torak has survived the summer and his heartstopping adventure in the Seal Islands. He
and Wolf are together again. But their
reunion is all too short-lived. As mid winter
approaches Torak learns the worst from the
White Fox clan - Wolf has been snatched. In a
desperate bid to rescue him, Torak and Renn
must brave the frozen wilderness of the Far
North. They tread a deadly dangerous path as
they step into a world of deceit, treachery
and lies and come face to face with the the
most powerful and feared mages alive. Cruel
Thiazzi, the Oak Tree Mage, Seshru the Viper
Mage, beautiful and manipulative, and Nef the
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gruff Bat Mage - here too is Eostra, the
mysterious Masked One - all of them bound by
their desire for all creatures to bow before
them. Under the dark wings of night Torak
confronts vengeful ice bears, mistrust,
broken promises and a terrifying evil.
Another step is taken on his quest to destroy
the Soul-Eaters, but with it comes the burden
of an utterly chilling secret of his own
Launched at the height of the Harry Potter
phenomenon, the Chronicles of Ancient
Darkness is the ultimate magical adventure.
This edition contains brand new interviews
with Michelle Paver. Audio edition also
available, read by Ian McKellen.

Christine Feehan 5 CARPATHIAN NOVELS
**Don't miss John Sandford's brand-new, pulsepounding thriller, Bloody Genius. Out now in
paperback and eBook** A Lucas Davenport
thriller by internationally bestselling
novelist John Sandford When a whole block is
torn down in central Minneapolis to make way
for a new housing development, an unpleasant
surprise is unearthed - the bodies of two
girls, wrapped in plastic, underneath an old
house. It looks like they've been down there
a long time. Lucas Davenport knows exactly
how long. In 1985, Davenport was a young cop
just about to be promoted out of uniform,
despite a reputation for playing fast and
loose with the rules. A superb undercover
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guy, he was part of the massive police effort
that followed the kidnapping of two girls who
were never found again, dead or alive. The
searches turned up nothing, so when the
suspected kidnapper was killed in a shootout, the case was closed. But not for
Davenport. He'd gotten deep into the case,
and while he was convinced the suspect knew
something, he didn't think he was the
perpetrator - something just felt off. He
argued hard about it to his bosses, but
nobody wanted to hear. Until now. With the
bodies discovered, the case is dusted off,
just to tie a bow around it - but there's
something wrong with the evidence. There are
indications of tampering. Police tampering.
And as Davenport investigates, it becomes
clear: it wasn't just the bodies that were
buried, but the truth - and there are a lot
of people with a very strong stake in that
truth never being uncovered. ***READERS LOVE
THE PREY SERIES*** 'The best Lucas Davenport
story so far. The man has a fine touch for
outlaws' Stephen King on Golden Prey
'Sandford’s trademark blend of rough humor
and deadly action keeps the pages turning
until the smile-inducing wrap-up, which
reveals the fates of a number of his quirky,
memorable characters' Publishers Weekly on
Golden Prey 'It appears there is no limit to
John Sandford’s ability to keep new breath
and blood flowing into his Lucas Davenport
series. This is a series you must be reading
if you are not already' Bookreporter.com
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'Sandford has always been at the top of any
list of great mystery writers. His writing
and the appeal of his lead character are as
fresh as ever' The Huffington Post 'Sandford
is consistently brilliant' Cleveland Plain
Dealer

Dark Destiny
"What men will fight for seems to be worth
looking into," H. L. Mencken noted shortly
after the close of the First World War. Prior
to that war, although many military
commanders and theorists had throughout
history shown an aptitude for devising maxims
concerning esprit de corps, fighting spirit,
morale, and the like, military organizations
had rarely sought either to understand or to
promote combat motivation. For example, an
officer who graduated from the Royal Military
College (Sandhurst) at the end of the
nineteenth century later commented that the
art of leadership was utterly neglected
(Charlton 1931, p. 48), while General Wavell
recalled that during his course at the
British Staff College at Camberley (1909-1 0)
insufficient stress was laid "on the factor
of morale, or how to induce it and maintain
it'' (quoted in Connell1964, p. 63). The
First World War forced commanders and staffs
to take account of psychological factors and
to anticipate wideJy varied responses to the
combat environment because, unlike most
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previous wars, it was not fought by
relatively small and homogeneous armies of
regulars and trained reservists. The
mobilization by the belligerents of about 65
million men (many of whom were enrolled under
duress), the evidence of fairly widespread
psychiatric breakdown, and the postwar
disillusion (- xiii xiv PREFACE emplified in
books like C. E. Montague's Disenchantment,
published in 1922) all tended to dispel
assumptions and to provoke questions about mo
tivation and morale.

Dark Fire
Presents a guide to the names and
specialities of American and Canadian
publishers, editors, and literary agents,
including information on the acquisition
process and on choosing literary agents.

Romance Fiction
Helps us in understanding cultural dimensions
of various trends in European unification.
Suitable for students, scholars, designers
and politicians interested in European policy
issues, this book analyses a range of symbols
for Europe, interpreting their often
contradictory or ambiguous dimensions of
meaning

Arrival Cities
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